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Ig Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Captive Audience, Dave Reidy,
"Captive Audience is wonderful. These stories--understated, honest and always touching--limn the
many small perils that await a young man today on his way to settling in the world. This is an
immensely rewarding book."--Scott Turow "Dave Reidy's stories remind us that even when we're
composing our Song of Everyone Else, we're creating a distinctive Song of Ourselves, and
continually gathering others into us, in a way that Walt Whitman would recognize, and celebrate."--
Jim Shepard "Dave Reidy's matchless reports from the heart of twenty-first century America, a
landscape of technological obsession and performance anxiety (in many forms), are elegant,
precise, cool, and funny. Here is a young writer from whom we can expect much in the future."--
David Leavitt Francis Ford Coppola, REM, and Abe Vigoda are just a few of the many characters who
populate the world of Captive Audience, Dave Reidy's paean to the highs, lows, and everything in-
between of being a performer. From the opening story, the award-winning "The Regular," where
two lonely music fans bond over a most unusual kind of karaoke, to the final tale, "Dancing Man"
about an organ player who gets his big...
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The most e ective pdf i possibly study. It can be rally exciting throgh reading through period of time. Your lifestyle span is going to be transform when you
total reading this book.
-- Christop Ferry-- Christop Ferry

Great e-book and helpful one. It usually fails to cost an excessive amount of. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged this pdf to find
out.
-- Meagan Beahan-- Meagan Beahan
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